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by JANINE MACKIE

Kendra Master BedrooM
Headboard: Custom by Window Works
Antlers: roost
Wallpaper: etsy.com
Mirrors: Hambletons
Light Fixtures: Homesense

CHILL oUt WItH CHeVron:  
Master Bedroom @ Kendra 
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I f you could have a fantasy bedroom, without a thought 
for budget or practicality, what would it look like? 

Playful. Romantic. Hotel-chic. Bedroom décor 
is the perfect place to let your dreams take !ight 

and create a luxurious space that’s uniquely yours. Some 
interior designers suggest tying in the  main !oor’s motif , 
while others see the bedroom as an opportunity to create 
the ultimate escape from the mayhem of everyday life.

From a million-dollar ski chalet to a modest family 
townhome, local designers are proving that beautiful 
bedrooms have no boundaries. Catch these designers 
after a good night’s sleep and they may even share some 
of their secrets for transforming tired bedrooms into 
feel-good retreats. 

“I love designing bedroom spaces because you can 
always run with a theme and really get creative,” says 
interior designer Samantha Muller of Kleen Design.  
“Kids’ rooms are especially fun because I can let my 
imagination run wild.”
a good BedrooM Is InVItIng, aLLUrIng and 



CHILdHood dreaMs:  
Boys Bedroom @ Kendra

Kendra Boy’s BedrooM
Bedding and Window Coverings: Maxwell Fabrics & Window Works
Side Tables and Toy Box: Custom Millwork
Accessories: amazon.com and the Lego store
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entICIng
Her Lego-themed boy’s room is proving to be 
extremely popular with those who’ve previewed 
the showhome at Kendra, a new collection 
of townhomes in Surrey’s Sullivan Height’s 
neighbourhood, which anticipates its grand 
opening in September. 

What five-year-old wouldn’t love four 
walls of everything Lego? And that’s what this 
bedroom delivers, right down to the bed sheets, 
custom side tables, wall decals and headboard 
fashioned from the iconic green platforms. “It’s 
absolute luxury for children because it makes 
them feel good and puts them in their happy 
place,” says Muller who was inspired by her 
own son’s wish list. 

Themes are her secret for cohesiveness in 
home décor. It could stem from a patterned 
fabric that makes her heart skip a beat or an 
incredible set of side tables discovered at a 

!ea market. The key is making that piece the focal point and building from 
there. Success, she says, comes with having a plan and making a list of what is 
needed so you don’t end up straying from the desired end result. 

Trying to recapture the feeling she gets from being at a day spa or a luxurious 
boutique hotel, Muller decided to play with colour and pattern to set the mood 
to calm within the showhome’s chic master bedroom. “When I’m in this space I 
feel relaxed and I certainly don’t want to leave,” muses Muller as she admires the 
sumptuous surroundings complete with blue velvet headboard, crisp white bedding 
and the allure of the unexpected — faux-antlers mounted above the bed.

�Ed>�Zͳ/E^W/Z������KZ����^���^h�d>��dKh�,�K&��E/D�>��,/�
Love them or loathe them, these antlers de"nitely make a statement in the 
room and play up the popular new trend of mounting antlers anywhere from the 
entrance to the ensuite of a home or apartment. Muller’s humane approach to 
design lent to her choosing this hand-carved wood-style from Roost. “It’s a look 
that I love right now because it has impact and adds a bit of fun and whimsy to 
the space,” says Muller.  

When it comes to home décor trends, Chevron is a must have this season. 
Found on everything from clothing and dishes to home decor, Sam puts it 
centre stage as a feature wall in this bedroom. Its bold graphic zigzag pattern 
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WE�����ZKKD
Furniture: Lane Home Furnishings
�ƵǀĞƚ͕��ŽǀĞƌůĞƚ�ĂŶĚ�^ŚĂŵƐ͗��ƌůĞŶĞ͛Ɛ�/ŶƚĞƌŝŽƌƐ�Θ�WĞŶĚůĞƚŽŶ͛Ɛ
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mimics the motion of the sea, bringing a sense of serenity and 
class to this bedroom. When adding pattern such as Chevron, 
Muller’s mantra is simple: “Less is more! Use Chevron in just a 
few places — the headboard, toss cushions and ottoman. Resist 
the urge to overdo pattern and keep things subtle.”

^W>hZ'��t,�Z��/d��KhEd^
Over at the PNE Prize Home in Vancouver, celebrity designer 
Jillian Harris has created a serene slumber palace that showcases 
her personal style — classic, timeless and romantic.

“I love a space to feel fresh and clean,” says Harris. “I am 
without a doubt a white-only linen girl. White sheets, white 
coverlet and white pillows give you that neutral palette that 
allows freedom to layer with throws or toss cushions.”

She tells people to invest in pieces they’re going to have 
for a long time, like a quality mattress and bed frame or gor-
geous headboard. Not a fan of bedroom sets, Harris prefers the 
eclectic look of mixing complementary furniture pieces. Since 
the bedroom is the "rst room we see each morning and the 
last space we see at night, Harris’ sees it as a personal sanctu-
ary that she  keeps minimalistic and organized. She favours 
bedside tables with lots of drawers to tuck away magazines, 
phones and jewellery. While there’s no television in her own 
bedroom, Jillian suggests that those who do have one encase 
them in beautiful built-in millwork like that in PNE Prize Home, 
which is integrated into the room’s decor. 
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With the PNE Prize Home’s relocation to Sun Peaks Resort, 
Jillian ran with a sophisticated cabin theme — wide plank hard-
wood underfoot, built-in "replace and thoughtful architectural 
details like barn doors on modern rollers to frame the entrance of 
the walk-in closet. To this setting, Harris adds elements of luxury. 
“Incorporating vintage pieces into your bedroom helps give it that 
feeling of exclusivity and luxury,” said Harris. “Even if that piece 
doesn’t trigger a memory of your own, you’re reminded of all the 
stories it holds.”

In North Delta, designer Celia Dawson recreates the sophis-
tication of a high-end Four Season’s Hotel in the master bedroom 
of Polygon Homes new showhome promoting its Lakeside at Sun-
stone community. Celia achieves the essence of West Coast luxury 
through the use of warm woods and fabrics which are, by her 
description, “rich but not busy and paired with a contemporary 
palette for the accent pillow.” 

Strategic lighting further enhances this space with LED puck 
lights casting a down light glow onto the headboard artwork and 
brass wall sconces providing a symmetrical wide spread glow of 
light that frames the bed.
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WK>z'KE͛^�>�<�^/������ZKKD
Headboard: Velles Furniture. 
Bench: 18 Karat
�ƌƚ�ʹ Bau-Xi
Brass Side Lights: arteriors Homes
Bedding: Window Works 
Toss Cushions: WƌŽǀŝĚĞ�,ŽŵĞ


